Abstract-Deep learning is popular as an end-to-end framework extracting the prominent features and performing the classification also. In this paper, we extensively investigate deep networks as an alternate to feature encoding technique of lowlevel descriptors for emotion recognition on the benchmark EmoDB dataset. Fusion performance with such obtained encoded features with other available features is also investigated. Highest performance to date in the literature is observed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Speech emotion recognition has been a growing area of research as more and more intelligent voice assistants and spoken dialogue systems are made available to the common man. It is necessary for these intelligent systems to understand the human emotions as it will enable them to understand the human behavior and provide better interactions with the users. Human emotions can be classified into six basic emotions anger, surprise, disgust, fear, happiness and sadness. Each of these emotions can be differentiated using the tone of the speech. The tone and energy of the speech is modified by the speaker to produce different emotions [1] . These changes are easily detected by humans even if emotions are expressed at a subtle level. But it is challenging for a computer system to recognize these emotions automatic [2] .
Currently, deep net features are observed to outperform handcrafted features in audio and vision community, including emotion recognition. These deep nets are trained directly over the source audio or video files. However, in several situations, the source files cannot be made public due to confidentiality agreements with the participants. Handcrafted features can be made public for furthering research in that field. In that perspective, this paper investigates extensively the following two performances 1) Can deep nets be used as an alternate to traditional feature encoding of local descriptors? 2) Can such deep net encoded features complement other available features for enhancing overall performance? The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Latest works in 2018 are reviewed briefly in Section 2. The outline of the proposed technique is shown in Section 3. The experimental setup, results and the inferences are presented in Section 4 followed by the Conclusion in the last section.
II. RELATED WORKS
This sub-section reviews handcrafted features for emotion recognition. In [4] , spectral features -linear prediction coefficients and Mel frequency cepstral coefficients were extracted from the speech input. Fuzzy C-means (FCM) was used for identifying Cluster centers. Success rate of 92.86% using the SVM classifier was reported on the EmoDB dataset. [9] investigated the significance of the vocal tract for emotion recognition from the speech input by using multi-resolution analysis (MRA). [10] proposed a novel prominence related feature that complements with traditional acoustic features for emotion classification. [11] proposed a variational mode decomposition (VMD) based approach for the estimation of epochs from the speech input. Epochs are defined as the locations of significant excitation in the vocal tract during the production of voice signal. The estimation of epoch locations enhances emotion analysis.
This sub-section reviews deep learning based features for emotion recognition. Deep features from different descriptors extracted from audio samples and spectrograms are learnt separately and then fused to form a single emotion recognition net [3] . [5] hypothesized that Mel-spectrogram with deltas and delta-deltas preserves the effective emotional information and reduces the effect of emotionally irrelevant frames. Hence they proposed an attentional model -a 3D attentionbased convolutional recurrent neural networks (RNN) to learn discriminative features for speech emotion using the deltas and delta-deltas. [6] proposed a novel method of learning the hidden representations between multimodal -speech and text data using convolutional attention networks. [7] investigated pre-trained Imagenet models for speech feature extraction. Further training on the target emotional speech database such as EmoDB substantially enhanced recognition performance. [8] investigated cross-modal feature fusion, redundancy removal and denoising for multi-modal emotion recognition. Firstly, the cross-modal noise modeling was performed to eliminate most of the data corruption in the audio channel using the voice activity detection (VAD). The data redundancy in visual source was removed by aligning the speech area both in visual and audio data. A 2D CNN audio emotion feature extractor a 3D CNN facial expression feature extractor were non-linearly fused using a deep belief network (DBN). [12] proposed semi-supervised auto-encoders to improve speech emotion recognition to get the benefit from the the labelled and unlabelled data.
III. PROPOSED WORK
The performance of classifiers depends on the discriminative power of the available features. In this work, we explore extensively three types of features -handcrafted, pre-trained net and the deep net features. An overview of the proposed framework is presented in Figure 1 . Information from different layers of pre-trained deep net models are used to yield pretrained net features. CNN+LSTM network is trained using spectrograms extracted from the EmoDB dataset. This network yields deep net features. Both the pre-trained net and deep net feature vectors are concatenated [14] for final emotion recognition task. Details of each module are described in the following sections
A. Handcrafted Features
The input audio signals are converted into N segments of fixed length. The INTERSPEECH 2013 ComParE Vocalization Challenge feature set [20] (IS13 ComParE) configuration is used in OpenSMILE toolkit to extract Low-level Descriptors (LLDs) of 141D using 250ms frame size and 10ms step size. Further, the segments are converted to spectrograms using a Hamming window of 25ms width and 10ms step. These spectrograms are used as the input to the pre-trained net framework described in next section.
B. Pre-trained Net Features
Often, very deep network trained on large scale datasets are made available to research community. Although these networks are trained for objectives such as speaker identification, sound classification, the information of different layers can be used as features in current application. Pre-trained Net features are extracted using VoxCeleb pre-trained network [15] . VoxCeleb is a large-scale speaker identification dataset created using a fully automated computer vision pipeline. The baseline performance of the dataset was calculated using a CNN based architecture and is available as an open source net. The net is trained with real world utterances of over 1000 celebrities collected from open source media. We used that pre-trained net -VoxCeleb Net -to extract features from the audio signals in the current experiment. It is well established in the literature [13] that different layers of deep net contain characteristic information of the source input. The shallow layers of the deep net represent low dimensional features which are generally local characteristics and the deeper layers represent higher dimensional features which are global properties of the source input. In this work, we extract high dimensional features from FC6 layers which is 4096D and FC7 layer which is 1024D. We also extract information from from POOL5 layer and term it as latent spatial descriptors (LSDs) [13] . LSDs were observed to contain high dimensional spatial information [13] , where each dimension of LSD represents response of a specific latent concept. Flattening the LSDs would produce very high dimensional data which are computation intensive. Therefore, the LSDs are encoded to reduce the descriptor dimensions as follows.
Feature Encoding -Fisher Vector Fisher Vector [13] , [22] is used to encode the LSDs that are extracted from the POOL5 layer of VoxCeleb pre-trained net. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is used on randomly selected 1,50,000 descriptors. The parameters obtained from the GMM fitting are termed as θ = (π j , m j , Σ j ; j = 1, 2, k), where m j , π j , and Σ j are the mean, prior probabilities and covariance of each distribution. The GMM describes each descriptor xi to a mode j in the mixture with a strength defined by its corresponding posterior probability, as computed in Equation 1.
The mean (u jk ) and deviation vectors (v jk ) in each mode k are computed as follows
where j = 1, 2, . . . D spans the local descriptor vector dimensions. The resultant vectors (u jk ) and (v jk ) for each of the k modes in the Gaussian mixtures are concatenated to produce a D dimensional vector, where D = kxd. The resultant descriptors are first normalized using power-law normalization [21] . Each component v j , j = 1toD is modified as v j = |v j | α sign(v j ), where a < 1. In this work, the values of k = 256 and a = 0.2 are used. The resultant vector is L2-normalized again.
C. Deep Net Features
Deep net features are extracted from the deep nets trained in current experiment. The 141D LLDs extracted using OpenS-MILE are used for training this deep net. LLDs are sequence data and therefore recurrent convolutional nets is selected as the deep net architecture. Deep net is implemented using Keras framework and trained on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 Ti 4GB RAM GPU. The deep nets are trained using the default values of Adam optimizer and categorical cross entropy loss as the cost function. The training is carried out with 50 epochs and a validation split of 25. The input data is shuffled during each training epoch to make the net learn the features better. Numerous experiments are conducted to obtain the best model with changes to the architecture and varying parameters as follows
• Varying the number of CNN layers before the LSTM layer.
• Using Leaky ReLu [19] , instead of ReLu as the activation function of the CNN layers.
• Using Batch Normalization (BN) layer before the fully connected layer.
• Using Bidirectional LSTM instead of normal LSTM.
• Other experiments were carried out with GRU and simple RNN in place of LSTM. Best results are obtained with a combination of CNN and LSTM layers. Two layers of convolutional layers followed by max pool layers is used before the inputs are given to a LSTM layer. The output of the LSTM layer is flattened and two fully connected layers of dimension 1024 and 7 are used. The last layer is a SoftMax layer to get the classification of emotion. Once the classification net is trained, the deep net features are extracted from the fully connected layer with 1024 units. Table I gives the complete architecture of the best model.
D. Classification
Normalization is carried out on the fused features and are trained with a linear SVM classifier. One-vs.-all approach is used for the classification where the highest score is used to determine the class of the input sample.
E. Dataset
Experiments are carried out on the benchmark EmoDB [17] dataset. The dataset consists of 535 utterances in German language recorded at 48 kHz, which are later down-sampled to 16 kHz. The utterances were recorded from 10 people of equal gender split up, each speaking from a predefined group of 10 sentences. The utterances were categorized into 7 emotions. 10-fold cross validation [18] is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. Accuracy, F1 score, Precision and Recall performance measures are computed for comparison with other works in the literature.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this Section, the results obtained from the experiments conducted are presented and analysed from the perspective of the two questions raised in the Introduction.
A. Can deep nets be used as an alternate to traditional feature encoding of local descriptors?
The performance of Fisher Vector encoded LLDs is taken as baseline in Table II (Sl. no. 1). The performance of pretrained VoxCeleb net features is presented in Sl. Nos. 2-4. It is observed that FC6 features perform best compared to the other two layers information. Deep net with different types of architecture is investigated as an alternate encoding technique e.g. Fisher vector encoding in Sl nos. 5-12. The best performance 84.07% is nearly 8% (absolute) more than the fisher vector encoded LLDs, 78.36%. This clearly shows the usage of deep net as alternate encoding technique to handcrafted features, where source files are not available to the public.
B. Can such deep net encoded features complement other available features for enhancing overall performance?
Information from different layers of VoxCeleb pre-trained network [15] are considered as other available features. Best early fusion was observed by FC6 and FC7 features as seen in Table III Figure 2 .
C. Comparison with Other Works
Our best results are compared with latest 2018 works in the literature. The best fusion result, Table IV S.Nos 3-4, are observed to be better than all the recent most works on EmoDB dataset. Deep learning techniques [5] , [7] are observed to perform poorer than handcrafted features [4] , [9] . This is due to the small size of dataset. This is also the reason why we did not train a deep network on source files of EmoDB dataset.
The confusion matrix is used to analyze the relation between each emotion. Figure 3 gives the confusion matrix of the (FC6+FC7)+(CNN+LSTM) fusion model. Higher misclassfications can be observed in anger and happiness as they have high values of energy and arousal. This could be reason for the relatively highest misclassification (¡1%) amongst all possible emotions. Table IV gives the comparison of our best model and the results of different works from related literature.
Our fusion strategy of complimenting the segment features extracted from LLDs using deep features performs better than different methods available in the literature. This is evident from the fact that fusion of handcrafted features makes a deep net perform better than conventional methods. In current work, pre-trained network was obtained from large scale speaker identification task. Performance of pretrained network on emotion recognition in conjunction with our proposed deep net features can be undertaken as future work.
